The Shrouded

M

ost warlocks have at least some
knowledge of their patrons. They know
scattered facts and trivia about these
powerful beings they call master. But
some patrons have good reason to
remain silent and hidden. Where some
demon lords act brazenly during the
day, others might prefer the night; while some archfey
approach service carefree, others prefer a morbid
seriousness; even some gods find servants this way, those
who can do things no cleric or paladin would.
Your Patron is one of these shadowy figures. You have seen
them only in darkened corners, pitch-black dreams, or under
endlessly starry night skies. They appear as a black
silhouette, darker even than the darkness around them - a
void in the world, and a hole in your mind. They share little of
their goals, and even less of their motivations. But the
rewards for those who follow them can be great... provided
you don't ask any tricky questions.
Shadowy Aim

While you may be unaware of their intentions, motives, and
identity, some idea of the general aims of your Patron flit
through your mind. You may either choose from or roll on the
following table to determine your Patron's goal - or your DM
might select for you.
Patron's Goal
d6 Shadowy Aim
1 Your Patron desires power and influence, but shuns
blatant displays of strength. Things unsaid have power.
2 A debt must be paid, even by such unknowably
powerful beings - you are your Patron's executor.
3 Your Patron lusts for some form of treasure - perhaps
gold, perhaps knowledge, perhaps souls.
4 A strange, personal tie binds you to your Patron; your
goals align, though you do not know why or how.
5 Revenge fuels your Patron's actions, hatred everburning in their voice.
6 Your Patron's goal is wholly unknowable; you know
only what you must do, never the reason why.

Expanded Spell List

Your Patron allows you to choose from an expanded list of
spells whenever you learn a warlock spell. The following
spells count as warlock spells for you.
Darkness Expanded Spells
Tastiness Cookie Type
1st

chaos bolt, fog cloud

2nd

blindness/deafness, Nystul's magic aura

3rd

blink, phantom steed

4th

greater invisibility, phantasmal killer

5th

creation, mislead

Means to an End

At 1st level, your Patron grants you increased knowledge to
better pursue their aims. You gain one special proficiency
slot. As an action, you can use that slot to gain proficiency in
any skill, tool, weapon, or language. Your proficiency lasts for
up to 1 day, though you can willingly end it earlier at your
choice.
After losing the proficiency, you must wait 72 hours before
using this feature again.

Shadowcloak

Beginning at 6th level, your Patron has granted you a mystical
cloak of darkness. You can use this shadowcloak as an action
to turn invisible for 1 minute. During this time, you have
advantage on any checks or rolls made with a skill, tool, or
weapon you gained proficiency with from your Means to an
End feature.
This invisbility ends after 1 minute, or at the end of a turn
in which you make an attack or cast a spell. You may use this
feature once per short rest.

Calling to the Shroud

At 14th level, your patron's magic allows you cast an
empowered, darkening shroud. As an action, you may cast the
darkness spell at 5th level without expending a spell slot.
While within this darkness, you add double your proficiency
bonus to any checks made with a skill or tool from your
Means to an End feature, and creatures have disadvantage on
rolls or checks made to attack you, detect you, or otherwise
interact with you.

Voidshield

Starting at 10th level, you gain the ability to copy a form of
your Patron's voiding shadow. As a reaction to being
damaged, you can shroud yourself in an abyss of darkness.
You half the damage taken from that source, and gain
resistance to all damage until the beginning of your next turn.
If the remaining damage would kill you, you instead drop to
1 hit point and phase into the Shadowfell, becomming
immune to all damage until the end of your next turn. While
in this state, you may not take actions that affect other
creatures or objects outside of the Shadowfell.
You may use this feature once per short or long rest.
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